Enclosure 7.1.8a

CULTURAL, REGIONAL, LINGUISTIC AND
COMMUNAL HARMONY

The Principles, Policies and Morals of University of Patanjaliare free from any kind of
discrimination, favouritism, and partiality. We treat everyone in the university as equals’ and
as the children of “One Ishwar”, “one Prakriti Mata” and “Bharat Mata”. Therefore, with
this belief, the children live in an environment free from discrimination based on caste,
language, region, religion or culture. Wherever the students of UoPare headed, they go free
from discrimination, exploitation, or injustice and thus, behaves according to the principles
and ideals instilled in them. The students studying in this University are from all regions,
states, religions, castes.The Hon’ble Chancellor and Vice-Chancellor, whom the children
consider their ideals, have placed tolerance and harmony at the National and Global level as
well.
We, at University of Patanjali and Patanjali Yogpeeth Organization, do not have any
kind of communal objectives and are free from any kind of polarization. To make healthy,
wealthy, happy, prosperous, cultured and spiritual India and a ‘Spiritual world’ is the ultimate
goal of University of Patanjali and Patanjali YogpeethOrganization.

SELF-CONFIDENCE AND MOTIVATION
The eminent principle of yoga is self-realization, self-confidence, self-motivation, selfcompetition, self-inspiration, self-respect, self-feeling and collective realization. Our students
study and practice this yogic lifestyle on regular basis.
The University has three basic directives:
1. Practice of Yoga (Yogabhyas)
2. Education (Vidyabhyas)
3. Practice of Divinevrat (DivyaVratabhyas)
Such atmosphere is created that the student’s conscious and subconscious minds are instilled
with knowledge, vision, opinion, thoughts and actions. The leaders and Gurus of the

organization are the main source of self-motivation, self-inspiration, self-confidence, selfcompetition and thus, they are the role models and icons for the students as well as the faculty
members.

We strongly believe that right intellect, devotion, creation, character and culture are the path
of progress. This is the education and knowledge given to the students’, theoretically and
practically and all dealings in the organization are performed accordingly.

